For the best results nad
warranty by ACT all steps
of this manual must be
followed. We also
o er training on site.

www.actek.eu

ACT Surface Preparation Manual

A.

NEW CONSTRUCTION WITH WATERPROOFING

We strongly recommended adding a waterproo ng additive to the wet concrete mix,
which is used to make a pool shell.
Any number of products and systems are available to help protect concrete structures from
damage due to water, from coatings to sealers to membranes and more. Enormous
amounts of e ort and money are spent to design and apply such protection, with varying
degrees of e ectiveness.
One method that can simplify the protective process is to make concrete with admixtures
that reduce its permeability - in e ect to make the concrete itself waterproof. A variety of
such admixtures are available on the market.
It is the hydrophilic crystalline admixtures that provide concrete with the greatest resistance
to in ltration of water under hydrostatic pressure. Their active ingredients react with water
and cement particles to form calcium silicate crystals that integrally bond with the cement
paste. These crystalline deposits block both pores and micro-cracks in the concrete, to
prevent the passage of water. This reaction continues over the life of the concrete, serving
to seal not only initial shrinkage cracks, but also cracks that occur over time.
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If the concrete pool shell is not waterproof and the client requires waterproo ng, you will
need to apply a waterproo ng layer by using a Mapelastic membrane, made by MAPEI. The
installer must follow all installation steps and the waterproo ng layer has to be at least 2mm
thick. In order to issue a warranty, the installer must submit photos and video to ACT
of surface preparation before waterproo ng is applied and after waterproo ng application.
Mapelastic is a cementitious membrane that waterproofs concrete and masonry. It also
o ers protection against chemical attack from de-icing salts, sulfates, chlorides and carbon
dioxide.

SWIMMING POOL INSTALLATION LAYERS
(WITH WATERPROOFING)

1.

Brite Pebbles or Brite Crystal pool nish: min. 10mm

2. Mapelastic Waterproo ng membrane: min. 2mm
3. Concrete Pool Wall: 250 - 350mm

STEPS OF SURFACE PREPARATION BEFORE WATERPROOFING IS APPLIED
1.

The surface of the pool shall be cleaned of any foreign material that may weaken the
bond to the new plaster.

2. Any loose material, dirt, paint or cement must be removed by a scraper, pressurized
water or sandblasting.
3. Algae, moulds and fungi must be removed with a chlorine solution. Failure to do so will
result in discolouration of the new pool nish and subsequent failure / peeling o of the
wall or oor surface (delamination).
4. Remove any oil or grease with sodium phosphate and water. Oils and grease left on the
surface of the pool walls may cause the screed to fail and prevent proper acid etching
and cleaning. How to nd oils and grease - soak the entire surface of the pool with
water and carefully examine the beading of water droplets. Highly greasy saturated
areas may require repeated soaking with liquid detergents until complete removal.
5. Clean the surface of the pool with hydrochloric acid and water. Adjust the concentration
as necessary so that the surface is well cleaned and roughened. The smoother the
walls, the higher the acid concentration.
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6. All water penetration due to hydrostatic pressure must be stopped. Use hydraulic
cement to seal around nozzles, skimmers, lights.
7. Concrete must be fully cured for at least 28 days before a waterproo ng application.
8. All pool inlets and outlets should be clogged to prevent clogging during application. To
avoid stains and/or maps around the seals, all seals except the main drain should
remain in place until the pool is lled with water.
9. Mark the location of all inlets and outlets with a small piece of tape located above the
pool wall to prevent accidental covering during the trowel application process. It is best
to draw a map indicating the location of all inputs and outputs.
10. Install Mapelastic Waterproo ng Coating exactly according to the MAPEI technical
datasheet. Remember - the smoother the surface of the concrete wall, the worse is the
adhesion. For Mapelastic, we recommend that the concrete surface be slightly rough.

Roughen surfaces that are too smooth mechanically - by sandblasting or high water
pressure blasting. This will ensure much better adhesion of the plaster.

B.

NEW CONSTRUCTION WITHOUT WATERPROOFING

Note: The ideal solution that we recommend if you are not dealing with waterproo ng is
the direct application of ACT plaster on a clean, mechanically roughened concrete
surface. If you cannot do this, use the following procedure using an adhesive bridge.
If the concrete pool shell is not waterproof and the client does not require waterproo ng,
you will need to apply the bridge layer by using EcoPrimGrip, made by MAPEI.
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Eco Prim Grip improves the bond of all types of cement, gypsum and lime-based plasters on
substrates made from concrete. In order to issue a warranty, the installer must submit
photos and video to ACT of surface preparation before waterproo ng is applied and after
waterproo ng application.
An adhesion bridge is required before new application for new construction projects when
the substrate is deemed to be smooth.

SWIMMING POOL INSTALLATION LAYERS
(WITH ADHESION BRIDGE)

1.

Brite Pebbles or Brite Crystal pool nish: min. 10mm

2. Eco Prim Grip Adhesion Bridge: thin layer
3. Concrete Pool Wall: 250 - 350mm

STEPS OF SURFACE PREPARATION BEFORE ADHESION BRIDGE IS APPLIED
1.

The pool surface shall be cleaned of any foreign material that may weaken the bond to
the new plaster.

2. Any loose material, dirt, paint or cement must
be removed by a scraper, pressurized water
or sandblasting.
3. Algae, moulds and fungi must be removed
with a chlorine solution. Failure to do so will
result in discolouration of the new pool nish
and subsequent failure / peeling o of the
wall or oor surface (delamination).
4. Remove any oil or grease with sodium
phosphate and water. Oils and grease left on
the surface of the pool walls may cause the
screed to fail and prevent proper acid
etching and cleaning. How to nd oils and grease - soak the entire surface of the pool
with water and carefully examine the beading of water droplets. Highly greasy saturated
areas may require repeated soaking with liquid detergents until complete removal.
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5. Clean the surface of the pool with hydrochloric acid and water. Adjust the concentration
as necessary so that the surface is well cleaned and roughened. The smoother the
walls, the higher the acid concentration.
6. All water penetration due to hydrostatic pressure must be stopped. Use hydraulic
cement to seal around nozzles, skimmers, lights.
7. Concrete must be fully cured for at least 28 days before an adhesion bridge application.
8. All pool inlets and outlets should be clogged to prevent clogging during application. To
avoid stains and/or maps around the seals, all seals except the main drain should
remain in place until the pool is lled with water.
9. Mark the location of all inlets and outlets with a small piece of tape located above the
pool wall to prevent accidental covering during the trowel application process. It is best
to draw a map indicating the location of all inputs and outputs.

10. Apply Eco Prim Grip at temperatures between +5°C and +35°C. Do not use Eco Prim
Grip in the presence of rising damp of rising humidity and on continuously immersed
surfaces. Eco Prim Grip is ready-to-use, so no dilution is required. Do not use as an
adhesion promoter for adhesives and levelling compounds on plasters and powertroweled concrete.

Eco Prim Grip may be applied to the concrete by brush or roller. The minimum waiting
time is 60 minutes according to the surrounding conditions and the absorption of the
substrate. It’s possible to apply a second coat of Eco Prim Grip if so desired. If it has
been more than a week after Eco Prim Grip is applied, the second coat of Eco Prim Grip
must be applied. Coverage varies between 0.20 and 0.30kg/m2. Follow all instructions
in the Eco Prim Grip technical datasheet.
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C.

RE-PLASTERING EXISTING POOL

For re-plastering existing pools, you will need to apply bridge layer by using Eco Prim Grip,
made by MAPEI. Read the chapter B to learn more about the adhesion bridge.
Eco Prim Grip improves the bond of all types of cement, gypsum and lime-based plasters on
substrates made from concrete. In order to issue warranty, the installer must submit photos
and video to ACT of surface preparation before waterproo ng is applied and after
waterproo ng application.

SWIMMING POOL INSTALLATION LAYERS
(RE-PLASTERING WITH ADHESION BRIDGE)

1.

Brite Pebbles or Brite Crystal pool nish: min. 10mm

2. Eco Prim Grip Adhesion Bridge: thin layer
3. Existing old plaster: 1 - 10mm
4. Concrete Pool Wall: 250 - 350mm

STEPS OF SURFACE PREPARATION BEFORE
ADHESION BRIDGE IS APPLIED ON
RE-PLASTERING EXISTING POOL
1.

Check precisely for hollow or void areas and
remove all loose plaster. If the existing surface
compromised by 50% hollowed or voided
areas, it suggested eliminating the existing
surface.

2. Cut at least 5cm around all return lines, lights, and under the existing tile to ensure
that the new plaster is ush during the application process.
3. Remove all mildew, algae, fungus, and rust by either sandblasting or with an acid
wash which must be followed by neutralization with soda ash. If the surface is
unusually soft, painted, peeling or aking, then the surface must me heavily sanded or
water blasted.
Note: Black algae is the most aggressive living organism to attach itself to a surface
and only can be eliminated by sandblasting or an high power water blasting no
exceptions.
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4. Check for any cracks on the surface. Any
cracks that are structurally compromising will
need to be cut open the and applied with the
correct expansion glue or a mesh and
cement method.
5. Apply Eco Prim Grip at temperatures
between +5°C and +35°C. Do not use Eco
Prim Grip in the presence of rising damp of
rising humidity, and on continuously
immersed surfaces. Eco Prim Grip is readyto-use, no dilution is required. Do not use as
adhesion promoter for adhesives and
leveling compounds on plasters and powertroweled concrete.
6. Eco Prim Grip may be applied to the concrete by brush or roller. The minimum waiting
time is 60 minutes according to the surrounding conditions and the absorption of the
substrate. It’s possible to apply a second coat of Eco Prim Grip if so desired. If it has
been more than a week after Eco Prim Grip is applied, the second coat of Eco Prim
Grip must be applied. Coverage varies between 0.20 and 0.30kg/m2. Follow all
instructions in Eco Prim Grip technical data sheet.
Eco Prim Grip, or the equivalent bonding agent, should be applied to a keyed or
rough texture to ensure the locking of the substrate in the new application.
It is recommended for the new application, to be installed within 14 days of the
application of the Eco Prim Grip. Surfaces past 14 days of the plaster installation shall
be reapplied with Eco Prim Grip to insure its integrity.
7. In order to issue warranty, the installer must submit photos and video to ACT of surface
preparation before waterproo ng is applied and after waterproo ng application.

I con rm reading and understanding this document.

Date: ……………………………

Signature:…………………………………..…………………………………….
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FAQs / Troubleshooting
Q The need to empty the pool at any time.
A The plaster is safe from having the pool empty. Once the surface has been cured 24-31
days after the application, it is ok to empty the pool. We suggest covering the pool for the
time it will be empty to protect the surface from other elements such as dirt, leaves, bird
droppings etc. which can stain the surface.

Q Can the ACT plaster bear shock treatment?
A Yes, the product is resistant to shock treatment. However, algicides, which is one of the
components used in the shock treatment process of the water, tends to carry metals, so is it
recommended to use metal-free algicides. These metals will turn to solids once it interacts
with pool water which will negatively a ect the surface.

Q Do we need waterproo ng layers and plaster below your material?
A It is BEST to apply ACT plaster directly on a properly prepared concrete surface (follow
our Surface Preparation Manual). If a client requires waterproo ng, our Installation Manual
addresses how to install waterproo ng Mapelastic layer and our ACT plaster over the
waterproo ng layer.

Q Can I get the physical samples for a better understanding of the range of selection and
the quality of the product?
A We can send you our sample boards in English or Spanish, which addresses our range of
products, available pigments and pebble sizes. Extra colours and structures can be mixed,
according to customer requirements.

Q Is there a possibility of training our people in the application of your material?
A We want to do as much training as possible, but Covid 19 restrictions make training
planning di cult. Any training has to be scheduled on a case by case basis and according
to possible travel restrictions.
For this reason, we are putting together as many videos and presentations as we can, to
help you and your clients in plaster testing and training.

Any further questions? Please help us to troubleshoot installation issues: info@actec.eu.
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